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1
Introduction

1.1 THE REALM OF GALAXIES: the Hubble classification scheme

JUST for a moment, only a moment, imagine that you are an amateur geologist with a large
collection of stones. Or that you are on holidays in the countryside, go out in a sunny

Summer afternoon and pick up a vast amount of field flowers, pretending to be a beginner
botanist. What would you do, as a first thing, when trying to admire and understand your new
jewels? You would want to put some order, to ‘find a system’, to classify them on the basis
of their shape, colour, smell, and all the other properties you could find useful to characterise
them.

This is what Edwin Hubble did -as one of the first- with ‘the realm of galaxies’. The idea
-or the hope- behind is that a solid classification will allow a compact description of individ-
ual objects -stones, flowers or galaxies- and help in decoding the (physical) meaning of the
observed features.

According to modern definitions, a galaxy is ‘a system of millions or billions of stars,
together with gas and dust, held together by gravitational attraction’∗. The existence of some-
thing called ‘The Galaxy’ is known since the times of the ancient Greeks, as the etymology
reveals: the root of the word ‘galaxy’ comes from the Greek ‘galakt’, meaning ‘milk’, and
the Romans baptised it ‘Via Lactea’ (or ‘Milky Way’), with reference to the majestic path of
light that one can see in moonless nights; but it is only in much more recent epochs that we
came to a more physically conscious knowledge of what a galaxy is. In 1610 Galileo Galilei,
thanks to his telescope, discovered that the Milky Way was mainly formed by a huge number
of stars that were too faint to be resolved with the naked eye, and it was not a fuzzy fluid as it
was believed before. In the second half of the eighteenth century, Immanuel Kant speculated
that the Milky Way could be a rotating system composed by a large number of stars bound
by gravitational interactions, something like a solar system on a larger scale, and that it could
be just one among many ‘island universes’, imagining that the patches of lights visible in
the sky and at the time called ‘nebulae’ could be stellar systems viewed from a great dis-
tance. But, at that time, that was only a (brilliant) intuition, a speculation on a philosophical
ground, with no support from observational evidence. In the same period, Charles Messier,

∗From the ‘Compact Oxford English Dictionary of Current English’, online version.
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who was mainly a comet hunter, prepared a catalogue of the 110 brightest nebulae visible
in the northern sky, including some of the most terrific-looking objects attracting a person’s
eye, including M31 (Andromeda), the Sombrero Galaxy, the Whirlpool Galaxy, the Blackeye
Galaxy, and -mirabile dictu!- even two of the galaxies studied in this Thesis (M74, also called
NGC 628 and M99, also called NGC 4254).

In the last century, the beginning of quantitative studies on these objects generated hot
discussions about the distance scales and the dimension of the Universe: the so-called ‘Great
Debate’, in the 20’s, between Curtis and Shapley. The former had observed several novae
in M31; from their brightness -much fainter than those normally observed in our galaxy- he
concluded that M31 was an independent galaxy. The latter thought that M31 and the other
nebulae belonged to our Galaxy, supported by van Maanen, who claimed to have observed
M31 rotating: if M31 was an external galaxy and the distance proposed by Curtis was correct,
and its rotation could be observed, this would have implied unphysical velocities for the stars
in M31, beyond the speed of light.

Edwin Hubble came into this picture, solving the issue by resolving individual stars in
M31, identifying some Cepheid variables and deriving a measurement of their distance, es-
tablishing that M31 and many other ‘nebulae’ were indeed extragalactic systems. After study-
ing a collection of photographic (optical) images acquired at Mount Wilson Observatory, he
presented one of the first systematic classifications of the ‘extragalactic nebulae’ (like our
amateur botanist with his flowers and the geologist with his stones) on the basis of their mor-
phological appearance. His classification scheme (Hubble 1926) is still in use today, with

Figure 1.1: The Hubble tuning fork diagram.
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minor modifications, and it is known as ‘Hubble’s tuning fork diagram’ (see Fig. 1.1). The
main classification distinguishes between two types of galaxies: ellipticals and spirals. In the
left side of the diagram, elliptical galaxies, named after the apparent shape of their isophotes,
appear smooth and structureless and are usually indicated as En, where n goes from 0 to 7
and is related to the flattening observed in the images: 0 corresponds to a round galaxy, 7
to an axial ratio 3:1. To use Hubble’s words: ‘[elliptical nebulae]... show no evidence of
resolution, and the only claim to structure is that the luminosity fades smoothly from bright
nuclei to indefinite edges.’ The right-side of the diagram is dedicated to spiral galaxies, whose
name is mainly due to the presence of a stellar disc showing a more or less accentuated spiral
pattern. In the diagram spirals are divided in two linear sequences: normal spiral galaxies
(also indicated as SA) and barred spiral galaxies (SB), displaying a bar structure. In both
subsequences galaxies are classified from early-types ‘a’ to late-types ‘c’ on the basis of the
prominence of a possibly present central spheroidal component (classically called ‘bulge’)
respect to the more extended disc, of the pitch angle of the spiral arms and the degree of
resolution in the arms. To quote (again) Hubble (1926): ‘The form most nearly related to the
elliptical nebulae has a large nuclear region similar to E7, around which are closely coiled
arms of unresolved nebulosity. Then follow objects in which the arms appear to build up at
the expense of the nuclear regions and unwind as they grow; in the end, the arms are wide
open and the nuclei inconspicuous. Early in the series the arms begin to break up into con-
densations, the resolution commencing in the outer regions and working inward until in the
final stages it reaches the nucleus itself. In the larger spirals where critical observations are
possible, these condensations are found to be actual stars and groups of stars’. Not present in
the original scheme of Hubble, at the ‘conjunction point’ between elliptical and spiral galax-
ies the class of lenticular (S0/SB0) galaxies was later placed (Hubble 1936), discs without
spiral structure and with a central spheroidal component. An additional amendment to Hub-
ble’s scheme is the introduction of the ‘intermediate’ types Sab and Sbc, and the extension of
the spiral sequence beyond the ‘c’ class, to ‘d’ and ‘m’ galaxies (including, again, the inter-
mediate classes Scd and Sdm). Beyond Sd galaxies is the class of Irregular galaxies (Shapley
& Paraskevopoulous 1940, de Vaucouleurs 1959). An important result of de Vaucouleurs’s
revision is the definition of the morphological T-type (de Vaucouleurs & Corwin 1976), a nu-
merical parameterization of the Hubble type. Table 1.1 presents the correspondence Hubble
code - T type.

Table 1.2 presents a schematic summary of the variations of the most important galaxy
properties across the Hubble sequence†. We warn the reader that this table has no claim of
being any complete or precise, its only purpose is to give an idea of the behaviour of galaxies
according to their morphological class. Throughout this Thesis, we will keep looking at the
trends with type in the properties under investigation.

Code -5 -3 -2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Type E E-S0 S0 S0a Sa Sab Sb Sbc Sc Scd Sd Sdm Sm Irr

Table 1.1: Correspondence between T-type and Hubble class.

†Table from http://casswww.ucsd.edu/public/tutorial/Galaxies.html .
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E0-E7 S0 Sa Sb Sc Irregular
bulge no disc bulge + disc large → small absent
spiral arms no no tight/smooth → open/clumpy traces
gas fraction little little ≈1% 2−5% 5−10% 10−50%
HII regions no no traces → many dominating
stars old old some young → → young (?)
spectral type G−K G−K G−K F−K A−F A−F
colour red red → → → blue
Mass (M�) 108

−1013 109
−1012 109

−1012 109
−1012 109

−1012 108
−1011

Table 1.2: Variation of the main galactic properties with Hubble class: bulge prominence; appearance
of the spiral arms; gas fraction (ionized, neutral and molecular); HII regions, as indicators of the amount
of star formation and young stars; (mean) age of the stars; (mean) spectral type of the stars; colour; mass
in solar masses (order of magnitude).

1.1.1 Observational windows: optical light and more

For obvious reasons, astronomy has been gravitating around optical radiation for hundreds
(thousands?) of years. It was only in the 20th century that new observational windows
became available, when astronomers discovered how to collect radiation outside the visible
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. At radio wavelengths, the identification of the 21-cm
line of neutral hydrogen (HI) represented a revolution in extragalactic astronomy: in the 70’s
and 80’s, studies of the kinematics of HI in spiral discs provided the evidences of the existence
of dark matter. The millimetric radiation and its analysis brought to the identification of dozen
of molecules in the interstellar medium; the most-studied source of millimetric radiation is
the emission-line of CO at 2.6 mm, used to trace molecular hydrogen (H2). The near-infrared
radiation, dominated by the light of red giant stars, allows us to study the massive stellar discs
of spiral galaxies, while the UV radiation is a good tracer of the youngest and hottest star,
giving therefore information on the current star formation rate. The X-ray window, from the
other side, produces a twofold information, on the hot interstellar medium and on discrete
sources such as X-ray binary stars.

The optical radiation still deserves a great attention. Optical light is dominated by stars,
whose spectra are characterised by absorption features generated in the stellar atmospheres.
A measurement of the position and broadening of these features gives information on the
motions of the stars in the galaxy (see Section 1.4), with a much greater spatial resolution
than at longer wavelengths. Warm gas is instead associated with the emission in the lines of
the Balmer series of the hydrogen atom, such us Hα and Hβ, which also allow a finer spatial
resolution than the neutral hydrogen line at 21 cm: the new windows can give complementary
information to the optical light, and for a full understanding of galaxies a multi-wavelength
study would be desirable. As a first step in this direction, we remind the reader about SINGS
(Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey), an on-going spectroscopic and imaging survey of
72 nearby galaxies that combines visible, near-infrared, ultraviolet and radio wavelengths.
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Figure 1.2: Left: Sbc galaxy M100 (NGC 4314); right: Sbc galaxy NGC 4603.
Both images are acquired with HST-WFPC2. The images have been downloaded from
http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/galaxy collection/.

1.2 BULGES AND LATE-TYPE SPIRAL GALAXIES: why this Thesis
‡ The focus in this Thesis will mostly be on spiral galaxies, and in particular on the classes
ranging from Sb to Sd, according to the scheme introduced in the previous section.

Spiral galaxies are disc-dominated objects in whose discs spiral structures are generally
recognizable, and come in a variety of forms. In many cases a beautiful grand design is
visible, extending over the whole galaxy; in other cases the spiral structure is less regular,
appearing more flocculent. As we just discussed, going towards later types in the spiral se-
quence, the central bulge becomes less and less prominent, the colour becomes bluer and
the amount of gas more important. Also, for types beyond Sb both mass and luminosity are
a decreasing function of type: therefore, Sd galaxies are generally less bright than Sb. As
demonstrated by space-based images, the centres of spiral galaxies can be affected by dust
in dramatic ways. To give a visual idea of the kind of objects we are talking about, in Fig.
1.2 we show images of two Sbc galaxies acquired with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).
At the end of this Introduction, Fig. 1.4 shows the image (ground-based, this time) of an Sc
galaxy.

Studying this kind of dusty, often rather low surface brightness objects would be worth-
while ‘per se’, for the simple and very human reason that we do live in such a system (and
we do like to know as much as we can about ‘our home’), and for the other simple and very
human reason that these objects often look very beautiful, and therefore eye-catching, attrac-
tive and interesting.

But there is more.
As we mentioned, a spiral galaxy is normally constituted of several components: the

extended disc and a central unresolved concentration (the bulge), of varying relevance com-
‡Most of the content of this section will be repeated in the Introductions to the single chapters, therefore the

reader can easily omit it; in any case, it represents a global overview on the problem, since ‘repetita iuvant’).
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pared to the whole; in addition to this bars, inner discs, rings, dust lanes, and more and more
detailed features (discovered in a growing number of galaxies as the observational techniques
advance). Understanding the interplay between the different components and how they could
originate is undoubtedly a great challenge for cosmologists, who need to formulate a coherent
scenario capable to explain (and predict) the observed features.

In particular, in the last few years the debate about the innermost, denser regions of galax-
ies (bulges) has become hotter and hotter within the community of galactic astronomers. Un-
derstanding the origin of bulges is an ineludible step towards the understanding of the physics
behind the Hubble sequence. Two different scenarios have been proposed for the formation of
bulges. On one side, the bulge forms before the disc, perhaps as a result of an early merging
giving birth to a spheroid around which a disc starts to form from surrounding gas (Kauff-
mann, Guiderdoni & White 1994). On the other side, the starting point is a dynamically cold
disc that forms a bar through instabilities; then, vertical resonances in the bar can be strong
enough to trigger another vertical instability perpendicular to the galactic plane and heat the
gas and stars in the vertical direction, so that the bar evolves into a bulge-like structure (Pfen-
niger & Norman 1990, Pfenniger 1993). The most fashionable view on bulges used to favour
the first scenario and look upon them as hot stellar systems sharing the photometrical and
kinematical properties of elliptical galaxies, just on a smaller mass (and luminosity) scale.
However, more recently, this paradigm has become weaker and weaker, undermined by the
more and more frequent discovery of bulges that do not resemble small ellipticals at all. It
has been shown that bulges often behave in all respects like discs: they can host cold stellar
systems, their light distribution often follows closely an exponential law, their stellar pop-
ulations are a combination of old and younger stars. These facts point towards a possible
formation of bulges from disc material via secular evolution processes, but the controversy
is far from solved. For a more detailed discussion of these observational evidences and a list
of references, we refer the reader to the Introductions to the following chapters, in particular
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4; here we only mention a bible in the field: the review by Kormendy
& Kennicutt (2004).

Late-type spiral galaxies enter in this scenario as a terrain where to test the predictions of
the modelers. Several imaging surveys, taking advantage of the spatial resolution provided
by HST, revealed an extraordinary degree of complexity in the inner regions of these kind
of objects. The studies carried on by Carollo and collaborators and Böker and collaborators
(Carollo et al. 1997, Carollo & Stiavelli 1998, Carollo, Stiavelli & Mack 1998, Carollo 1999,
Carollo et al. 2002, Böker et al. 2002, Böker et al. 2003, Martini et al. 2003) showed in the
central regions of late-type spiral galaxies dust lanes, inner bars and rings, spiral structure
reaching the centre and nuclear star clusters. Late-type spirals are the ideal environment to
study this kind of substructures, since in earlier-types the contamination from bulge light is
larger and makes it very difficult to distinguish them. Also, this class of objects has received
less attention than earlier-types, at least in the framework of studies on the dynamics and the
stellar populations. The reason for this is very simple and ‘practical’: late-type spiral galax-
ies have generally rather low surface brightness, which makes it hard to obtain data with a
signal-to-noise ratio high enough to perform a scientific analysis. The situation is worse when
coming to spectroscopy: given the large amount of (ionized) gas in these systems, the spectra
are often emission-dominated; as a result, there is little hope to be able to analyse the stellar
component, unless one is able to accurately separate the contribution of the stars and the gas
to the spectra. This is also why little is known about the stellar populations: a photometric
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approach based on broad-band colours is made unreliable by the dust, while a spectroscopic
approach, depending on the measurement of absorption indices, has to face the problem of
the almost ubiquitous emission-lines, in some cases strong enough to fill in completely the
absorption features -and often even much more.

The idea of this Thesis is therefore to fill a gap: a (mainly) spectroscopic study of the
kinematics and the stellar populations of a sample of late-type spiral galaxies, going through
all the observational difficulties we mentioned, with the hope of being able to understand
somehow better the history and the physics of these objects. Given the complexity of these
galaxies, long-slit spectroscopy might not contain enough information to detect all the inter-
esting features; the work we present in this Thesis is based on two-dimensional spectroscopy
obtained using the integral-field unit SAURON.

In the following sections we will briefly review the diagnostics of interest (stellar popu-
lations and kinematics) and the instrument used: SAURON.

1.3 STELLAR POPULATIONS: a quick overview
Understanding the properties of the stellar populations in galaxies is obviously an extremely
important step in the struggle towards a comprehensive picture of their formation and evolu-
tion. By studying stellar populations, one’s aim is to gain insight into the age and chemical
composition of the stars that form a galaxy. The underlying assumption is that a galaxy can be
broken down into Single Stellar Populations (SSP), representing a generation of stars coeval
and originally chemically homogeneous. With the exception of very close galaxies, where
individual stars can be resolved and studied, analysing the stellar populations means studying
the integrated light from millions of stars. There are two main techniques that can be used
to investigate the stellar populations: a photometric one, consisting in measuring broadband
colours (optical or infrared) and comparing them with the colours of model populations, and
a spectroscopic one, relying on the measurement of absorption line-strengths representing
relevant spectral features. We will mainly refer to the latter.

Stellar population studies started in the 1960’s with Spinrad (1961) and later Faber (1973),
O’Connell (1976) and Tinsley & Larson (1977) working (mainly) on absorption features in
the central regions of ellipticals. In the 1980’s there was a burst of studies on populations,
starting with the discovery of the well-known scale relation between the Mg2 index and the
central velocity dispersion of elliptical galaxies (Terlevich et al. 1981) and the definition of a
standard system of absorption indices, the so-called Lick/IDS system (Burstein et al. 1984),
that is still broadly used. Later it was understood that it is possible to define indices that are
sensitive to age only or to metallicity only, helping in distinguishing their effects on integrated
stellar populations. And libraries of population models were (and are) developed, which, in
combination with the observed indices, lead to a measurement of age and metallicity (Bruzual
& Charlot 1993, 2003, Worthey et al. 1994, Vazdekis et al. 1996, Thomas et al. 2003).

Most of the work carried out in the last decades in the field of stellar populations was tar-
getting elliptical galaxies (see Introduction to Chapter 3 for a list of relevant references). Less
than ellipticals, S0 and Sa galaxies have been also studied (for example Jablonka, Martin &
Arimoto 1996, Idiart, de Freitas Pacheco & Costa 1996, Proctor & Sansom 2002, Afanasiev
& Sil’chenko 2005, and Peletier et al. 2007, hereafter Paper XI), while for later-types there
is extremely little available. Carollo et al. (2007) performed a population analysis on nine
late-type spirals using optical and near-infrared colours; MacArthur, Gonzalez & Courteau
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(2007) studied 8 spirals of types between Sa and Scd; Moorthy & Holtzman (2006) presented
line-strengths in galaxies from S0 to Sc ... not very much in comparison with the mass of
data existing for ellipticals. In particular, no-one had used two-dimensional spectroscopy to
measure the properties of populations in these late-type systems.

Therefore the need for a deeper investigation of the stellar populations in the galaxies
towards the end of the Hubble sequence.

1.4 KINEMATICS OF GALAXIES: a quick overview
The way the stars move within a galaxy, its kinematical properties, teach us about the (lumi-
nous) mass distribution.

From the observational side, everything we know about inner kinematics of galaxies is an
achievement of the last century. It was 1914 when Slipher and Wolf detected inclined lines
in M31 and NGC 4594: the first observational evidence of the fact that, in a galaxy, gas and
stars rotate around the centre (Rubin 2000). This was happening before the solution of the
controversies about the nature (galactic or extragalactic?) of the ‘nebulae’ that we quickly
mentioned above. Since then, the study of the kinematics of galaxies has been making huge
steps forward, thanks to the continuous advances in instrumentation and analysis techniques.

In today’s world of extragalactic astronomers, information about the kinematics is ob-
tained via spectroscopical observations: when observing a galaxy, each (unresolved) star
will contribute to the spectrum and its absorption-lines will appear shifted with respect to
the laboratory values, according to the Doppler effect and to its line-of-sight velocity. Since
stars have generally different velocities and direction of motions, the absorption-lines in the
observed spectrum (resulting from the integration over many stars) will appear broadened.
The distribution of stellar velocities along the line-of-sight can be described by a broaden-
ing function, called ‘line-of-sight-velocity distribution’ or LOSVD. A common approach is
to expand the LOSVD in a series of orthogonal functions; often used is the Gauss-Hermite
series. The rationale behind this is that the LOSVD are generally close to Gaussians, so that
a small number of Gauss-Hermite terms will provide a satisfying and compact description of
the motions in the galaxy. The most relevant terms of the expansion are the mean velocity V,
the velocity dispersion σ and the Gauss-Hermite coefficients h3 and h4, that measure respec-
tively the asymmetric and symmetric deviations of the LOSVD from a Gaussian (Gerhard
1993, van der Marel & Franx 1993). Nowadays it is possible to perform very detailed anal-
ysis, measuring the kinematical moments over a full area of the objects under examination,
providing a much deeper insight into its properties: we live in the era of the two-dimensional
spectrographs.

1.5 INTEGRAL FIELD SPECTROSCOPY: SAURON
The expression ‘integral-field unit’ (IFU) indicates an instrument that can produce simulta-
neous spectroscopic measurements over a two-dimensional area, at variance with long-slit
spectrographs, which produce measurements along one direction only. Since about 20 years
there has been a continuous development of new IFUs operating at optical wavelengths and
new construction techniques. The basic idea is that IFUs are instruments able to disperse the
light coming from the sky (providing spectra) and at the same time maintain the informa-
tion on the spatial location from which each light beam originated: the output of an IFU is
a three-dimensional datacube with spatial and spectral information from which it is possible
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Figure 1.3: Optical layout of SAURON. The main optical elements are displayed from the telescope
focal plane (left) to the detector plane (right). The image of a galaxy is shown successively at the
telescope focal plane, at the entrance plane of the lens array, at the exit plane of the lens array and at the
detector plane. A zoom-in of a small area of the galaxy is shown for each plane. The insert shows the
detailed light path within a microlens (figure and caption taken from Bacon et al. 2001).

to further extract all the scientific measurements commonly obtained from spectra: kinemat-
ics and stellar populations. The spatial information -besides the spectral one- is extremely
helpful when examining objects with complicated morphologies and rich structures in their
kinematics and line-strengths: one-dimensional observations would risk missing the interest-
ing features.

In the 1990’s, the effort was mainly put on integral-field units with a small field of view,
like TIGER or OASIS at the Canada-France-Hawaii telescope (Bacon et al. 1995, 2000),
with the aim of studying galactic nuclei. People’s attention fell on the large-scale stellar
kinematics of nearby galaxies with the construction of SAURON (Spectroscopic Areal Unit
for Research on Optical Nebulae), an integral-field spectrograph operating as a visitor instru-
ment on the 4.2-m William Herschel Telescope on La Palma (Spain) that distinguishes itself
from its predecessors with its larger field of view. This is the instrument used for the spectro-
scopic observations presented in this Thesis.

As described in detail by Bacon et. al (2001), SAURON consists of a filter that selects a
fixed wavelength range, followed by an enlarger that images the sky on a lenslet array. Each
of the lenslets produces a micropupil whose light travels through a collimator and is then
dispersed by a grism. The spectra are finally imaged on a CCD. See Fig. 1.3 for a graphical
overview of the optical layout of SAURON.

The spectral range goes from 4800 to 5400 Å, which allows simultaneous measurements
of the Hβ and [OIII] emission-lines, a diagnostic to study the gas kinematics, and several
absorption features (the Mgb band, various Fe lines and Hβ) for the mapping of the LOSVD
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characheteristic HR mode
spatial sampling 0.′′94
field of view 33′′

× 41′′

spectral resolution (FWHM) 4.2Å
instrumental dispersion 108 km s−1

spectral sampling 1.1 Å pixel−1

spectral range 4800-5400 Å
emission features Hβ, [OIII], [NI]
absorption features Hβ, Fe5015, Mgb

Table 1.3: Specifications of SAURON in its low-resolution mode.

and line strengths . Important instrumental parameters (see Table 1.3) are the instrumental
dispersion, which is ≈ 108 km s−1; the field of view of 41′′ × 33′′, sampled with square
lenses of 0.94′′ × 0.94′′ area, which significantly undersamples the typical seeing at La
Palma. In principle, SAURON has the possibility to switch to another enlarger giving a 9′′

× 11′′ field of view sampled at 0.27′′ × 0.27′′, to exploit the best seeing conditions, but this
high-resolution mode has seldom been used. SAURON allows a measurement of the sky back-
ground simultaneous to the science object: an additional enlarger images the object on the
centre of the lenslets array and a sky field located 1.′9 away from the object on a side: in total,
1431 lenslets are dedicated to the measurement of the object’s spectra and 146 to the sky.
Therefore, a typical SAURON exposure displays a pattern of 1577 spectra densely packed on
the CCD. Data reduction needs to be performed extremely carefully in order to remove the
instrumental signature and correctly extract the spectra, separating the contribution from the
individual lenslets.

The plan to develop SAURON was formulated in the summer of 1995 and the instrument
was commissioned on the WHT in February 1999; it was designed for a project carried out
by an international team with the main goal of understanding the formation and evolution of
elliptical and lenticular galaxies and the bulges of early-type spirals: the so-called SAURON
survey: a census on a representative sample of 72 E, S0 and Sa’s belonging to both cluster and
field environments. The project presented in this Thesis represents, in a way, an extension of
the original SAURON survey to later-type galaxies, and it also represents the first systematic
investigation of late-type spirals on the basis of integral-field optical spectroscopy. But the
work here summarized has been feasible only thanks to the quantity of data-reduction and
analysis instrument-specific software and tools already in place, developed for the study of
the 72 early-type (E, S0 and Sa) galaxies by the members of the SAURON team, to whom the
author is immensely grateful.
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1.6 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
This Thesis is entirely devoted to the study of the kinematics and stellar populations of a
sample of late-type spiral galaxies, for which we acquired integral-field spectroscopic data.

Chapter 2
The project started with the selection of a suitable sample of galaxies. The main selection
criteria were a threshold in optical magnitude (BT < 12.5), the availability of HST images
(in optical and/or near-infrared filters), the morphological type (Sb to Sd) and a geometric
constraint (0 <RA< 15h and δ > −20◦) due to the observational schedule. The resulting
sample contains 18 galaxies, whose properties are illustrated in detail in Chapter 2.

The observations with SAURON took place successfully in January 2004 and the data
were then reduced and calibrated using mainly the instrument-specific software XSAURON.
The spectra were then analysed in order to extract the scientific information. They were first
spatially binned to reach a minimum signal-to-noise ratio, and then fitted using a linear com-
bination of SSP models, convolved with a LOSVD described as a Gauss-Hermite expansion,
excluding the regions (possibly) affected by emission. The fit returned the stellar velocity,
velocity dispersion and higher-order Gauss-Hermite moments. To measure the gas kinemat-
ics, the spectra were fitted -without any masking, with a linear combination of SSP templates
and Gaussian templates reproducing the emission-lines. This gave a measurement of both the
line flux and its kinematics. The maps of stellar and gas kinematics for all the galaxies are
presented and discussed in Chapter 2. Interesting results are that often the stellar kinematics
suggest the possible presence of a kinematically cold inner region, as visible from a central
drop in the velocity dispersion; that the ionized gas is almost ubiquitous; that the line ratio
[OIII]/Hβ assumes often low values over most of the field, a possible indication of extended
star formation.

Chapter 3
The following step was to remove the measured emission-lines from the spectra, obtain-
ing emission-free spectra on which to measure the Lick indices available within the SAURON
spectral range: Hβ, Fe5015 and Mgb. Chapter 3 presents the line-strength maps for the whole
sample. Then, the relations between the central line-strength indices and their correlations
with morphological type and velocity dispersion are investigated: the result is that late-type
spiral galaxies lie below the Mg − σ relation defined by early-type galaxies. By compar-
ison of the measured line-strength indices with SSP models, estimates of SSP-equivalent
ages, metallicities and abundance ratios are inferred. The star formation history is also ap-
proached, using the evolutionary models developed by Bruzual & Charlot (2003). Assuming
an exponentially declining star formation history, where the e-folding time-scale τ describes
a continuous transition from an instantaneous, SSP-like burst and a constant star formation
rate over time, and comparing the observations with the predictions of the evolutionary mod-
els, a best-fitting τ value is found. τ turns out to be related to the stellar velocity dispersion:
bigger galaxies tend to assume smaller τ values. To conclude, Chapter 3 briefly addresses
also the radial behaviour of indices and population parameters, by showing radial profiles
extracted from the maps. Throughout the chapter, a comparison with the 72 galaxies of the
SAURON survey is steadily carried out.
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Chapter 4

Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the NIR photometry of the sample galaxies, using archive
images in the H− band, from which surface brightness profiles with fixed centres, elliptic-
ities and position angles are extracted. A photometric decomposition in an exponential disc
and a Sérsic bulge is then performed and relations between the structural parameters and
other galaxian properties are discussed, also by comparison with similar analysis performed
by other authors. The bulges turn out to be generally small and well described by a shape
parameter n largely below the value of 4 that was believed to be typical of ‘classical’, ‘de
Vaucouleurs’ bulges: for our sample, n spans the range ≈ 0.7 − 3, with a mean value of ≈
1.65. n is found to correlate positively with the stellar velocity dispersion and negatively with
the morphological T-type (in the sense that later-type galaxies tend to have bulges with lower
n values). n correlates positively also with the bulge luminosity. It is also shown that in the
majority of our objects, the galaxy’s light in the innermost region exceeds the disc plus bulge
models: this is interpreted as clear signature of the presence of a inner component, often a
nuclear star cluster, whose luminosity is measured. Concluding, for several of the galaxies
V− band photometry is analysed as well, and no statistically relevant difference is found
between the optical and near-infrared disc scale lengths and bulge effective radii.

Chapter 5

Chapter 5 represents a natural consequence of Chapter 4: given the photometric bulge-disc
decomposition, the observed kinematics is interpreted in terms of those two components, via
a simultaneous mass modeling of bulge and disc. A new method based on the moments of the
Collisionless Boltzmann Equation is used, which allows to estimate the profiles of circular
velocity of bulge and disc, in the framework of a thin-disc approximation (assumed valid for
both components), having adopted simple functional forms for the kinematical properties of
discs and bulges, and having fitted them to the observed profiles extracted from the SAURON
maps. From the other side, the fitted models (Chapter 4) for the surface brightness of the
two components can be used to build a mass model, with only unknown the mass-to-light
ratio, taken as radially constant. From there, a second estimate of the circular velocities is
obtained. The scaling factor that realizes the matching between the two profiles of circular
speed (from the kinematical modeling and from the mass model) provides a measure of the
mass-to-light ratio. The comparison of these dynamical estimates of the mass-to-light ratio
of bulges, discs and global galaxy values with estimates of the stellar mass-to-light ratio ob-
tained from (different) stellar population models, showing that the former are systematically
larger than the latter, support a scenario where dark matter is dynamically important and discs
are submaximal. This is a result of major importance and certainly the most important in this
Thesis. Chapter 5 ends with the evaluation of the V/σ ratios for both components, on the
basis of the kinematical fits; V/σ is found to anticorrelate with morphological type, at least
within the range in type spanned by the sample’s galaxies.

The Thesis is completed by some short chapters summarizing the work done and sug-
gesting interesting possibilities for future investigations in the field, presented in the English,
Italian and Dutch languages.
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Editorial remarks
Chapters 2 and 3 of this Thesis are published, respectively, as Ganda et al., 2006, MNRAS,
367, 46 and Ganda et al., 2007, MNRAS, 380, 506. Therefore, in the flow of the text, both
in those and in the other chapters, references to the chapters or to the papers published in the
journal will be equivalent.

The Thesis contains at the very end an Appendix with the colour version of several pic-
tures. References to colours for the pictures in the main body of the Thesis point to the
version of the picture in the Appendix. The readers are strongly advised to look at the colour
pictures rather than at their black and white version.

To conclude, the author wishes to her readers a pleasant reading, and she apologises
for imprecisions and inaccuracies, she has just done her best. And she leaves them with a
nice image of NGC 4254 (one of the sample galaxies, in Fig. 1.4), and the rest of the Thesis
to read.

Figure 1.4: Kitt Peak image (colour composite from B and R images) of the bright spiral galaxy
NGC 4254 in Virgo, an example of ‘one-arm’ galaxy, meaning that one spiral arm is clearly stronger
than the others (image credit: NOAO/AURA/NSF).
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